ABSTRACT

Have you ever wanted to discover new locations to visit on your next vacation, but been frustrated by the process? Of course you have. That’s because we typically start with web searches that turn up a sea of articles from travel “experts” who use a heavy dose of influence and personal opinion. We’re broadly confronted with a huge wall of noise right out of the gate! At Shedlight, we asked ourselves, is it possible to add a new, geospatial data-driven component to the current discovery workflow that filters out this noise? Can we identify interesting areas that match our own unique tastes by using only data? To find out, Shedlight dove deep into data from OpenStreetMap and the US Census, applied a few fancy algorithms, and came up with a MVP that produced some enlightening results.

During our talk, we’ll walk you through the technologies we used to extract and manipulate the data, along with the visualization tools used to present our solutions. We’ll also give you a glimpse of how we can further refine this process to discover all sorts of unique locations that can be tailored to each individual user’s interests. Think of it as suitability analysis for travel destinations.

Our long term goal is to provide users with the ability to simply describe a location’s characteristics and present them with all of the relevant solutions. It’s fast, fun, and quite intuitive once you get the hang of it. Join us as we take you on a journey of how Shedlight intends to enhance the future of location discovery.
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